The testing of chemicals in the Syrian hamster embryo (SHE) cell transformation assay for assessment of carcinogenic potential.
The Syrian hamster embryo (SHE) cell transformation assay was used to test 28 chemical substances for their ability to induce morphologically transformed colonies. The purpose was to determine how well the assay method could be transferred from an experienced laboratory by including 18 chemicals previously evaluated and 10 new chemicals. Technical training was obtained in the experienced lab prior to testing. The assay was conducted at pH 6.7, a treatment period of 7 days was used, and single experiments were performed for each chemical. With this limited testing, 78% concordance with rodent bioassay results was obtained, and this high concordance would have increased if small, but statistically negative responses from single trials were overturned by positive data from repeat trials. Similarly, the results were highly concordant (90%) with the experienced lab results; only 2 chemical evaluations were discordant, and the use of repeat experiments would likely have eliminated these apparent disagreements. Thus, with appropriate training, the pH 6.7 SHE assay was successfully and reliably transferred.